Attendance: Connor, Kaylee, Paulina, Michael, Jacky, Jeff
Start Time- 10:00
Work Updates:
Paulina
 Met with Annie
 Met with Cavalier editor, Pam
 Answering e-mails and seeing how portfolio members are doing
Kaylee
 Working out sweater orders for the service council
 Working on logistics for the giveaway/ cleaning out the CUS offices
 Answering e-mails
Jeff





Cases – the email has been sent out, a big milestone for the CCP and
everyone involved
Working on a timeline and getting in contact with all the coaches
Meeting with Erica, ISAS, to prepare the Kelowna meeting to brainstorm
some material to bring to UBCO
Looking to discuss the Canaccord Learning Commons

Jacky
 Met up with people to discuss Last Lecture
 Not much is going on
Connor
 Annual report done with Michael and David
 The Dean of Copenhagen School of Business, meeting with him
 Organizing everything for Kelowna
Canaccord Learning Commors
 Has two avenues – One initiative the funding is being used for is building
space. The funding is also being used for an online space
 People are building a site that will be a one stop shop for people needing
resources for school – get help they need and contribute material
 I have been approached to see if we should move some CUS materials onto
the Canaccord site
 They want our case competition materials and they want the videos that the
CMP is producing for first and second year level courses
 The school is consolidating content and making it easier for students to find
resources



We need to figure out what the CUS position will be in moving this
information onto the site. We need to create a balance between Canaccord
and maintaining our own autonomy.
Questions/Discussions
 Connor: We give students the opportunity to teach and give back, so if we
have a bunch of paid people, they won’t be providing as much
 Jeff: The fear that once we give it over to the school, we must know that
things won’t be changed. Canaccord wants to prove the positive impact that
this site can have on the student body. The better the site is, the more
funding they will receive.
 Jeff: The CUS offers a valuable opportunity that allows students to teach
material to their peers, so if we delegate the task to Canaccord, they will
have to refocus.
 Paulina: To add, I agree that there needs to be someone in charge, but I
don’t think that putting the digital material on the site will be more accessible
to students.
 Paulina: If we had information about how to do a case, people will be more
inclined to look at it.
 Jeff: The Canaccord would eventually like to take over the responsibility of
teaching this material to students, and possibly hold internal case
competitions.
 Connor: Will the site be private or is it public?
 Jeff: It will be open to all students, and I believe there will be CWL access to
portions of the site.
 Paulina: I have been requested from them to send an invite to all the service
council members, to contribute to a Wiki regarding the new Canaccord
Learning Commons pages and site. I don’t think this is appropriate to send to
everyone on the service council.
 Jeff: I think we can find other ways to get feedback
End Time- 10:34

